**ABSTRACT**

This study aims to give a picture of the writer's ability to produce text implementing learning complex procedures based on the rules of language and for the ability of students of class X SMK Pasundan 3 Bandung in producing complex posedur text.

Formulation of the problem that the authors ask is: 1) whether the authors were able to produce a text posedur implementing learning complex linguistic rules by using picture and picture on students keas X ?; 2) whether the class X is able to carry produce an instructional text based posedur complex linguistic rules by using picture and picture ?; 3) effective methods of picture and picture used in producing instructional text based posedur complex linguistic rules in class X ?.

The hypothesis that the writer formulated, namely: 1) the author was able to achieved such merenca, implement, and evaluate learning posedur producing complex text based language rules by using picture and picture in class X; 2) class X is able to follow instructional text posedur produce complex linguistic rules by using picture and picture; 3) the method of picture and picture effectively used in producing instructional text complex procedure based on the rules of the language in class X.

The research results as follows.

1) The author is able to carry out complex learning posedur produce text based language rules by using picture and picture in class X with a value of 3.7 with a good category (A).

2) Students of class X capable of being able to implement instructional text posedur produce complex linguistic rules by using the picture and picture. The average value of 45 pretest and posttest average value that is 76 an increase of 31, or 13.4%.

3) Picture and picture effective methods used in producing instructional text complex procedures in class X. This is proved by the results of statistical tests tcount> ttable, 4.7> 2.14 in the 95% confidence level with a 5% significance level and degrees of freedom 22.

Based on these facts, the authors conclude that all the hypotheses that the writer formulated in this study may be accepted.
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